A SPECIFIC H3N2 INFLUENZA VIRUS HAS BEEN FOUND IN BOTH PEOPLE & PIGS IN INDIANA, ALTHOUGH THIS FLU VIRUS HAS NOT YET BEEN FOUND IN KENTUCKY.

IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT PERSONS AT HIGH RISK* OF SERIOUS FLU COMPLICATIONS SHOULD NOT HAVE CONTACT WITH PIGS OR ENTER AREAS WITH PIGS.

FOR PROTECTION OF ANIMAL HEALTH, IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT PERSONS EXHIBITING SYMPTOMS OF INFLUENZA NOT HAVE EXPOSURE TO PIGS.

IF FLU IS CONTRACTED BY THOSE PEOPLE AT HIGH RISK*, SERIOUS COMPLICATIONS ARE POSSIBLE.

* Those at HIGH RISK include: children younger than 5 years, people 65 years and older, pregnant women, and people with certain chronic medical conditions (like asthma, diabetes, heart disease, weakened immune systems, and neurological or neurodevelopmental conditions).